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Ordinary Sunday 16   

It is all about being a disciple of Jesus

Importantly for our narrative, Luke notes how Jesus is on the way.  That way was the Way of his 
discipleship, the Way leading him to Jerusalem and his saving death.  Passing through a village he 
was welcomed into the house of Martha and he stayed there to eat with her.  Martha welcomes 
Jesus as a guest with all of the expectations that go with it.  Everyone in the village would have 
known Jesus had arrived and that he was in the house of the two sisters.  The pressure would have 
been on them immediately as they were not hosts.  Their standing in the village and their 
reputation as good hosts was on the line and having Jesus and his disciples move on without 
having experienced the best of care would have brought shame to both the house and to the whole 
village.  Martha was under pressure from the moment she issued the invitation. Traditional norms 
would be very much in play.  As the host, it was Martha in particular who was being closely 
watched.  She understood how she would be ferociously dissected around the village well after the 
guests had moved on. 

The need to choose life’s priorities
Once in the house, Mary, the sister of Martha, sat at the feet of Jesus and listened to what he was 
teaching.  She does not seem to be pressured by the expectations of others and her focus remains 
fixed firmly on Jesus.   But her actions were shocking and would have enraged many observers.  
Only disciples could sit at the feet of the Rabbi and only men could be considered as disciples.  
And yet here we have this uppity woman presuming Jesus opened himself up to anyone and 
everyone.  

The Greek text is helpful here as it brings out her eagerness with the form of the verb indicating 
how she began listening to Jesus and then kept on listening to his words.  It was an ongoing, fully 
absorbing hearing at the feet of the Master. 

While Mary was sitting there listening to the Lord’s teachings on the Kingdom, Martha was out in 
the kitchen preparing the meal.  Again, the Greek wording indicates how her true preference was 
to be in the room with Mary, listening to Jesus.   Instead, here she was, caught up in the process of 
being a proper host.  She was conscious of the weight of community expectations resting on her 
and how every eye and ear in the village was turned towards how she was managing – or not.   
She had to choose between the desire to listen to Jesus and the cultural expectations that put other 
priorities before that of listening to this wandering preacher.

In Jesus, all human priorities need to be re-evaluated
What Luke has done is paint a picture of two women at different ends of the spectrum.  Mary is 
sitting and listening while Mary is flat out cooking and running around being the lady of the 
house.  This is where he is locating the question of discipleship and the even tougher question of 
what it is that truly governs the way we order life’s priorities.  Where does Jesus come into the 
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ordering of what we do, how we live and the million and one things that impinge on our time and 
resources?

God expects but a morsel of life not a massive feast
Frustrated and probably feeling she will be unable to set down the food in an acceptable length of 
time, Martha asks Jesus to chastise Mary and send her into the kitchen to help out.  With the repeat 
of her name - Martha, Martha  - Luke’s readers would hear a gentle rebuke.  Jesus points out to 
her the obvious.  She has been busy about many things. The pressing and immediate in her life has 
absorbed her every moment and she has allowed herself to be subjected to those demands.   Some 
text variations read busy preparing many plates for the meal and that probably brings out the play 
on words used by Jesus in the Greek.  Martha was absorbed by lots of things but with the arrival 
of the Kingdom of God, in Jesus, only one thing was urgent.  Jesus did not need a feast with many 
plates.  A single simple snack was more than enough.  What he was gathering was disciples, men 
and women who would listen and obey.  This is why Mary had chosen the better path.  Rather 
than allowing her life to be governed by all kinds of human pressures, expectations and demands, 
she has placed her worldly activities and plans under the direction of God.  God first.  Everything 
else second.  By offering a simple bite to eat, Martha could have found time to be with Jesus and 
at the same time, satisfy the expectations of the world around her.  It all came down to which of 
the demands and priorities took first place.

The whole story is about the struggle for faithful discipleship
With this reading, we need to be keeping our eye on the fact that Jesus is on the Way to Jerusalem 
and to his death on the cross.  This is not about the role of women, social pressures and 
community living.  It is about the demands of discipleship, demands that call forth from us a sense 
of sacrifice for the sake of the Kingdom and in it Jesus is offering a warning to those who seek to 
be his disciples.   Along our own ways in this world, there will be many things in life that seek to 
distract us, to pull us from The Way of true discipleship.  Not all of these are going to be sinful or 
bad, just as cooking in the kitchen was not an evil thing on the part of Martha.  Someone had to 
prepare a meal!  

The warning is to avoid being dominated by the world’s demands and expectations like Martha 
had allowed herself to put the village’s expectations and cultural demands before the demands of 
the Kingdom of God.  She has her eyes on the rest of the village and how they might assess her 
performance as a host.  To keep her reputation high in the mind of others, she sets about preparing 
a whole range of dishes with which to feed Jesus.  Quite reasonably, she wants to do well, wants 
to give Jesus the best of meals possible and to send him off along his Way with a full stomach.  
This is why she does not understand why Mary is doing what she is doing.  

The standard expectation was that Mary should be out helping her sister.  Surely that is more 
important but there she is acting as though she was a man!  Sitting as a disciple!  Given that the 
text suggests Martha was wanting to listen but felt she was too busy to find the time to sit around 
with Jesus, it is clear that she too had to make a choice.  She had to think through her priorities, 
and she chose the work in the kitchen and all that demanded of her.  She was not rejecting Jesus, 
just putting him off for a while, for when it was more convenient.  Mary on the other hand is 
presented as the better model of discipleship.  She too had the village pressures on her, but she 
chose to take the opportunity given to her and listen to what Jesus was teaching.  She could go out 
and help when Jesus was having a break. 
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As disciples walking along our own ways of serving God and living in Gospel faithfulness, we 
need to make the right choices and to beware lest we find ourselves dominated by the multitude of 
demands that can so easily fill up our time.  Luke tells his Church to spend time listening to God 
and all of the other things in our lives will be filled with a richness God alone can provide.  It is 
not the Kingdom of God vs the World but living in order that the Kingdom of God can enrich the 
world through Jesus being alive within us.
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